
Glaucoma is characterized by progressive loss of retinal 
ganglion cells, optic nerve cupping, and visual field loss [1]. 
Glaucoma is the second most common cause of vision loss 
worldwide [2,3]. Exfoliation glaucoma (XFG) is the most 
common identifiable secondary cause of open-angle glaucoma 
[4-6]. XFG is a direct result of exfoliation syndrome (XFS), a 
systemic condition characterized by pathological deposits of 
microfibrillar material within the eye and other non-ocular 
tissues [5-8]. Although XFG is uncommon in African Ameri-
cans and virtually non-existent in West Africans [9-11], it 
is relatively common in black South Africans and accounts 
for approximately 16%–20% of glaucoma in that population 
[12,13]. This ancestral population can be divided into distinct 
linguistic groups, but they are closely related to each other 
genetically [14]. Recently, we reported the strong association 

of coding variants in the lysyl oxidase-like 1 (LOXL1) gene 
with XFG in this population [15,16]. Interestingly, the major 
allele of rs3825942 that confers increased risk of XFG in all 
non-African populations is associated with reduced risk in 
South Africans [4,15-17]. This finding, in addition to the 
fact that the two associated variants, R141L (rs1048661) and 
G153D (rs3825942) [17-21], have been shown to have no effect 
on the amine oxidase activity of LOXL1 protein, suggests that 
these LOXL1 variants tag the true functional variants [22]. 
These functional variants remain unknown [4], but may exert 
an effect through disruption of LOXL1 regulation [4,8,23].

DNA copy number variants (CNVs) have been shown 
to be responsible for phenotypic variations [24] as well as 
human genetic disorders, including primary open-angle glau-
coma [25,26], normal tension glaucoma [27], and age-related 
macular degeneration [28-31]. CNVs can change the copy 
number of entire genes, or may duplicate or delete regulatory 
elements that affect the expression level of one or more genes 
[24]. Given the reported alteration of LOXL1 expression in 
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Purpose: To investigate whether DNA copy number variants (CNVs) in the lysyl oxidase-like 1 (LOXL1) gene are as-
sociated with exfoliation glaucoma (XFG) in black South Africans.
Methods: Black South African subjects with XFG and age-matched unaffected controls were recruited from the St. John 
Eye Hospital in Soweto (Johannesburg, South Africa) and East London Hospital Complex (Eastern Cape, South Africa) 
using standard clinical examination techniques. A customized array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) from 
Roche NimbleGen was designed to cover a 1.5 million base genomic region centered on the LOXL1 gene on chromosome 
15. Twenty selected XFG cases were examined using this custom aCGH to identify common CNVs in the LOXL1 gene. 
The potential DNA copy number variants identified from aCGH were further validated using TaqMan probe-based CNV 
real-time PCR in a data set containing 91 XFG cases and 52 controls. The frequencies of CNVs in the LOXL1 region 
were compared between the XFG cases and the controls using Fisher’s exact test.
Results: Several DNA CNV variants were identified in the LOXL1 genomic region using aCGH in the selected XFG 
cases. However, we were unable to validate these candidate CNVs using real-time PCR-based TaqMan CNV assays. 
There was no significant difference in the frequency of the DNA copy number variants in the LOXL1 region between 
the XFG cases and the controls.
Conclusions: This represents the first DNA CNV study of LOXL1 in the black South African population with XFG. Our 
study did not identify any significant DNA copy number alterations in the genomic region containing the LOXL1 gene. 
This suggests that other as yet unknown causal variants of LOXL1 or variants in other genes in linkage disequilibrium 
with the LOXL1 locus contribute to the genetic risk of XFG in black South Africans.
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XFS and XFG [8,20,32,33], it is important to examine the 
LOXL1 region for potential disease-associated CNV changes, 
studies that have not been performed to date in XFS or XFG.

To identify potential CNVs encompassing the LOXL1 
gene, we applied a two-stage approach. First, we designed a 
custom comparative genomic hybridization array targeting 
the LOXL1 locus in a set of 20 XFG cases. Second, we 
used TaqMan-based real-time PCR in 91 XFG cases and 52 
controls to validate candidate CNV changes. This is the first 
report to examine the roles of LOXL1-related CNVs in XFG, 
especially in black South African individuals.

METHODS

Study participants: This study adhered to the tenets of the 
Declaration of Helsinki. The research protocol was approved 
by all participating universities including the University of 
the Witwatersrand Human Research Ethics Committee and 
Stellenbosch University Health Research Ethics Committee. 
Black Southern African participants with clinically diagnosed 
XFG and unaffected control subjects were recruited from 
the St. John Eye Hospital in Soweto (Johannesburg, South 
Africa) and East London Hospital Complex (Eastern Cape, 
South Africa), and have been previously described [15,16]. 
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. 
Ethnic affiliation was established by the home language of 
participants and that of their parents and grandparents. All 
participants underwent a standardized detailed ophthalmic 
examination by an ophthalmologist (S.E.I.W. or R.M.R.). The 
examination included measurement of intraocular pressure 
(IOP) by applanation, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, gonioscopy, 
dilated pupil examination of the lens and fundus, and visual 
field testing. Subjects with XFG were defined as those with 
clinical evidence of exfoliation material on the pupil margin, 
anterior lens surface, and the presence of glaucomatous optic 
neuropathy and visual field loss. Gender- and ethnicity-
matched South African subjects with normal IOP and normal 
anterior segment and optic nerve examinations were recruited 
as control subjects. Control subjects were older than 55 years 
of age to reduce the possibility of misdiagnosis.

DNA copy number analysis with array comparative genomic 
hybridization: Genomic DNA was extracted using a salting 
out procedure from nucleated cells from the venous blood 
samples from all subjects [34]. A total of 91 XFG cases and 
52 controls were included in our study. Twenty XFG cases 
were selected for Roche NimbleGen (Madison, WI) array 
CGH analysis using custom designed arrays targeting the 
genomic region around the LOXL1 gene. The array CGH 
was performed as described previously [25]. Briefly, 500 ng 
high-quality undegraded genomic DNA was labeled with 

Cy3, and the reference sample from HapMap was labeled with 
Cy5. The hybridization was done according to the standard 
procedures recommended by the manufacturer. The arrays 
were scanned on an Axon4100A scanner (Molecular Devices, 
Sunnyvale, CA). Scanned TIFF images were processed using 
NimbleScan 2.6 software. The CNV calls were determined 
using segMNT algorithm in NimbleScan and were visualized 
using SignalMap 1.8 from Roche NimbleGen. Briefly, blood 
was obtained using peripheral venipuncture. The blood was 
anticoagulated and lysed. Cellular protein was salted out of 
solution using NaCl. Genomic DNA, still in solution, was 
removed, precipitated in ethanol, and resuspended in water.

Copy number variant validation and screening with real-time 
polymerase chain reaction: To validate the CNVs identified 
from the array CGH experiments, we selected three candi-
date CNVs in the LOXL1 genomic region. We used TaqMan 
Copy Number Assays from ABI (Applied Biosystems Inc., 
Carlsbad, CA) on the ABI Prism 7900HT Sequence Detec-
tion System for validation and further screening in all XFG 
cases and controls. A Vic-labeled Copy Number Assay for 
RNase P was selected as an internal control as it performed 
in the same reaction with gene-specific assays. Four Copy 
Number Assays were ordered from ABI. Hs01538855_cn, 
HS01338991_cn, and HS00942919_cn assays to target the 
exon 1 coding region, which would be used to validate any 
CNVs overlapping with the LOXL1 exon 1. The Hs03894435_
cn assay targets intron 6 of the LOXL1 gene, which could 
be used to validate any CNVs affecting the LOXL1 intron 6. 
Each sample was assayed with four replicates by using 10 ng 
DNA in each reaction in a 384-well format. The CNV calls 
were generated with SDS software and CopyCaller from ABI 
(Applied Biosystems). A known CEPH sample was used as a 
reference for a copy number of 2. This CEPH sample had been 
previously confirmed with a single nucleotide polymorphism 
microarray to contain two copies of candidate CNV regions. 
To make CNV calls in CopyCaller software, a confidence 
score of greater than 0.95 was required with four replicates.

RESULTS

The cases in this study had exfoliation-related open-angle 
glaucoma [15,16]. Our data set included 91 black South 
Africans with XFG and 52 black South African controls. 
The mean age at enrollment for the cases and controls was 
75.01±8.98 and 74.5±8.49 years, respectively. The percentage 
of women in our data set was 41% in the cases and 56% in 
the controls.

We designed a custom array CGH based on the CGH 
4X72k array from Roche NimbleGen. The size of the 
area examined in the LOXL1 genomic region was 1.5 Mb 
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(chr15:71,250,002–72,749,772, Hg18) and was centered on 
the LOXL1 gene. More than 42,000 probes were used in the 
analysis (Figure 1). These designed probes ranged from 50 to 
72 bp to optimize their thermodynamic properties. The mean 
interval between adjacent probes was 27 bp. No probes were 
designed within genomic regions with repeated sequences, 
represented by the gaps in Figure 1. After quality control and 
data analysis, we identified three potential DNA copy number 
variations in the LOXL1 region (Table 1), which met the 
following criteria: 1) at least ten probes per candidate CNV, 
2) genomic size ≥1 kb, and 3) good-quality metrics of array 
CGH hybridization. Two CNV candidates, CNV1 and CNV3, 
overlapped with exon 1 and intron 1 of the LOXL1 gene while 
CNV2 overlapped exons 3–7 of the LOXL1 gene (Figure 2).

To validate the DNA copy number changes, we selected 
four predesigned DNA copy number assays, whose relative 
genomic locations are shown in Figure 2. The first three 
assays (Hs01538855_cn, Hs01338991_cn, and Hs00942919_
cn) targeted the first exon and were used to validate CNV1 
and CNV3 identified in the aCGH experiment. The assay 
Hs03894435_cn targeted intron 6 and was used to validate 
CNV2 identified in that experiment. TaqMan-based real-time 
PCR reactions in quadruplicate failed to validate any of the 
three identified DNA duplication events. Instead, we found 
that a single control sample had a DNA duplication (Figure 
3). This DNA duplication was confirmed with all four copy 
number assays (data not shown), indicating that this specific 
DNA duplication in this unaffected individual covered the 

Figure 1. The copy number probe coverage in the genomic region containing the LOXL1 gene. The top panel with blue lines indicates the 
probe density, and the bottom panel with purple lines shows the genes in the selected region. The LOXL1 gene is located in the center of the 
selected region. The overall region is approximately 1.5 Mb.

Table 1. lisT of DNa copy Number chaNges iN exfoliaTioN glaucoma cases from souTh africa. 

CNV # Gain/Loss Size (bp) Start Stop # probes # cases
1 Gain 9843 72,001,694 72,011,537 359 1
2 Gain 14,072 72,023,576 72,037,648 488 1
3 Gain 3139 72,004,249 72,007,388 116 1

bp is for base pair. The genomic boundaries were defined in reference to the NCBI36/hg18 human genome 
build. The DNA copy number variants were identified through array CGH (comparative genomic hybrid-
ization). The data analysis was done with NimbleScan software.
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entire LOXL1 genomic region. The frequency of this duplica-
tion was not significantly different between the XFG cases 
and the controls (Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed p value=0.36).

DISCUSSION

This study is the first study of LOXL1 copy number variants 
in exfoliation glaucoma conducted in black South African 
subjects. We applied a comprehensive approach using array 
CGH and copy number real-time PCR assays. We failed 
to identify LOXL1 CNVs that were significantly different 
between the XFG cases and the controls.

Although our initial CGH array analysis identified three 
potential CNVs in the XFG cases, these CNVs were not vali-
dated with TaqMan probe-based copy number real-time PCR 
assays. The lack of validation might be related to the DNA 
probes selected in the CGH array. Many of the probes on 
the CGH array overlapped since the median interval between 
adjacent probes was 27 bp and the length of the probes ranged 
from 50 bp to 72 bp. This probe overlap may have interfered 

with the DNA hybridization and led to false-positive CNV 
findings, which might be the main reason for our failure to 
validate the identified CNVs. The CNV-specific real-time 
PCR assays were performed with four replicates for every 
sample with an internal reference assay targeting the RNase P 
gene. This robust design enabled more reliable and replicable 
real-time PCR results. Therefore, validation of CNV-specific 
real-time PCR was considered the main criterion in our study. 
This study underscores the importance of validation when 
studying CNVs. The array CGH covers a relatively large 
genomic region (>1 kb at least) while real-time PCR-based 
CNV assays target a relatively small genomic region (<100 
bp).

The black South African subjects in this study are 
uniquely valuable and confer extraordinary power for 
studying XFG [15,16]. We have reported a strong association 
(p=5.2 × 10−13) between XFG disease status and the A allele 
of the variant rs3825942 despite a small data set [15,16]. This 
study examined the potential role of LOXL1 copy number 
variants in this special population. Our study indicated a 

Figure 2. The relative location of 
selected copy number real-time 
PCR assays and identified CNVs 
from the array CGH for the LOXL1 
gene. The actual copy number assay 
ID was included in the figure. Three 

assays (Hs01538855_cn, Hs01338991_cn, and Hs00942919_cn) are located in the exon 1 region while one assay (Hs03894435_cn) is located 
in intron 6 of the LOXL1 gene. CNV1, CNV2, and CNV3 match CNV #1, #2, and #3, respectively, in Table 1.

Figure 3. DNA copy number 
variations with DNA samples tested 
using Hs01538855_cn copy number 
assay from Applied Biosystems. 
Each DNA sample was run with 
four replicates with 10 ng DNA. A 
predesigned reference assay against 
the RNase P gene was included in 
the real-time PCR experiment 
for each sample. The data from 
real-time PCR was analyzed using 
CopyCaller v1.0 software from 
Applied Biosystems. All the CNV 
calls were generated with >95% 
confidence.
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limited contribution of the potential common LOXL1 copy 
number variants to XFG in black South African individuals. 
It will be necessary to replicate our negative findings in a 
larger sample of black South Africans and other populations.

This study was limited by the relatively small sample 
size. The 20 selected cases in the array CGH experiment were 
used to identify common CNVs (≥2.5% of allele frequency) 
in the LOXL1 genomic region. Our approach may have 
missed potential CNVs with lower allele frequency. Our 
real-time PCR-based experimental finding was also limited 
by the relatively small number of cases and controls from 
South Africa. Previously, we reported the significant genetic 
risk associated with LOXL1 coding variants rs1048661 and 
rs3825942 in the black South African population with odds 
ratio 23.2 and 0.092, respectively [16]. Assuming an CNV 
allele frequency of 0.05, we calculated using Quanto software 
[35] that our case-control data set has more than 99% power 
to detect either risk. More XFG cases and controls from South 
Africa could be integrated to improve the statistical power in 
the future.

In summary, we conducted a two-stage DNA copy 
number study in the LOXL1 genomic region with XFG in a 
black South African population. We did not detect a signifi-
cant contribution of common CNV in LOXL1 to the increased 
risk of XFG. This study does not rule out the possible contri-
bution of CNVs in other populations with XFS or XFG.
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